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Abstract: In this paper we present a methodology for recognizing three fundamental movements of the human forearm

(extension, flexion and rotation) using pattern recognition applied to the data from a single wrist-worn, inertial sensor.
We propose that this technique could be used as a clinical tool to assess rehabilitation progress in neurodegenerative
pathologies such as stroke or cerebral palsy by tracking the number of times a patient performs specific arm movements
(e.g. prescribed exercises) with their paretic arm throughout the day. We demonstrate this with healthy subjects and
stroke patients in a simple proof of concept study in which these arm movements are detected during an archetypal
activity of daily-living (ADL) - ‘making-a-cup-of-tea’. Data is collected from a tri-axial accelerometer and a tri-axial
gyroscope located proximal to the wrist. In a training phase, movements are initially performed in a controlled
environment which are represented by a ranked set of 30 time-domain features. Using a sequential forward selection
technique, for each set of feature combinations three clusters are formed using k-means clustering followed by 10 runs
of 10-fold cross validation on the training data to determine the best feature combinations. For the testing phase,
movements performed during the ADL are associated with each cluster label using a minimum distance classifier in a
multi-dimensional feature space, comprised of the best ranked features, using Euclidean or Mahalonobis distance as the
metric. Experiments were performed with four healthy subjects and four stroke survivors and our results show that the
proposed methodology can detect the three movements performed during the ADL with an overall average accuracy of
88% using the accelerometer data and 83% using the gyroscope data across all healthy subjects and arm movement
types. The average accuracy across all stroke survivors was 70% using accelerometer data and 66% using gyroscope
data. We also use a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier in
association with the same set of features to detect the three arm movements and compare the results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed methodology.
Keywords: Activities of daily living, activity recognition, inertial sensors, k-means clustering, minimum distance classifier, remote
telehealth monitoring.

1. Introduction
Tracking of human body movement has been performed across various applications such as home-based remote
health monitoring [1-2], human computer interaction [3-4] and sports coaching [5-6] using a wide range of sensing
technologies, including: mechanical tracking, optical systems, radio-frequency identification (RFID) [7], low-cost bodyworn inertial sensors [8-9], and fusion of vision-based and inertial sensor based approaches [10]. Most of these
approaches are however, primarily restricted to indoor activities within a defined region and require an un-hindered
surveillance of the vision system [11]. Furthermore, the use of high complexity image processing algorithms can result
in slower analysis which can be particularly challenging if real-time information analysis is required [10]. Low cost
body-worn inertial sensors provide an effective mechanism when the sensor data is used to train an activity model
which is used later to recognize the activities from new observation data [12]. Recognition of activities using sensor
data in an unconstrained daily living scenario is particularly challenging owing to the considerable amount of variability
inherent in movement patterns of each subject without any manual intervention or a-priori knowledge [13].
In principle there are three steps for activity recognition using inertial sensors: (1) data capture by appropriate sensor;
(2) segmentation of the captured data to identify the beginning and end of an activity; and (3) recognition of the activity
using appropriate classification techniques [11]. Continuous monitoring of activities in an unconstrained scenario
involves data segmentation and activity recognition which are in practice interrelated but are individually two separate
research problems owing to the possible qualitative non-uniqueness of an activity pattern exhibited by an individual
subject and due to inter-person variability. In the research reported here we concentrate only on the activity recognition
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part as a proof-of-concept methodology.
We perform a systematic exploration to recognize three fundamental movements of the upper limb which are
generally associated with activities of daily living, using data collected from a wrist-worn, wireless tri-axial
accelerometer and tri-axial rate gyroscope. The motivation behind this work was to detect the occurrence of these
specific arm movements in an out-of-laboratory condition (i.e. real world) using the minimal number of sensors, as
opposed to detecting gross static or dynamic activities and postures like standing, sitting, running, cycling, brushing
teeth [1, 6, 9, 14], etc. The detection and classification of particular arm movements (e.g. prescribed exercises) during
daily activities can over time provide a measure of arm rehabilitation progress in remote health monitoring applications,
especially in neurodegenerative pathologies such as stroke or cerebral palsy. Our objective is to detect the use of the
impaired arm of a stroke patient during prescribed exercises and normal daily activities and to classify the type of
movements performed as a means to assess their rehabilitation. Enumerating occurrences of these movements over time
can act as an indicator of rehabilitation progress since the frequency of these movements is more likely to increase as
the motor functionality of the patient improves. The specific arm movements considered were: (1) reach out and
retrieve object, (2) lift cup to mouth and (3) performing pouring/(un)locking action, all of which involve rotations of the
forearm about various axes.
The fundamental concept is to first form a set of 3 clusters in multi-dimensional feature space (selected from a ranked
set of 30 features), with each cluster representing a particular type of movement, using sets of features generated from
person-centric data collected in a constrained training phase (e.g. in the laboratory). Subsequent data collected during
an unconstrained testing phase (e.g. real world) is tested for its proximity to each of the clusters when the same features
are extracted by using a pattern recognition technique. We used the regularized Mahalonobis distance based k-means
clustering technique to form the clusters on the training data and use 10 runs of a 10-fold cross validation technique to
determine the best combination of cluster forming features. A minimum distance classifier based on Euclidean and
Mahalonobis distance was used for matching the test data to the formed clusters. We adopted a personalized recognition
approach, thereby formulating the clusters from person-centric training data. This approach was adopted in view of the
large degree of inter-person variability expected amongst the sample population. Furthermore, this would be beneficial
when applied to monitoring individual patients who demonstrate differences in levels of impairment depending on their
stage of rehabilitation. Experiments performed with four healthy subjects and four stroke patients show that the
proposed method can recognize the three movements with an overall average accuracy of 88% using just accelerometer
data and 83% when using only gyroscope data across all healthy subjects and an average accuracy of 70% using
accelerometer data and 66% using gyroscope data across all stroke patients and arm movement types. The minimum
accuracy for detecting each individual arm movement was 80% for healthy subjects and 60% for stroke patients if more
than one sensor is used. The movements were further classified using the learning algorithms LDA and SVM
employing a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. A comparison of the achieved sensitivity and overall accuracy values
demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed methodology.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II we provide some background on the state-of-theart techniques for activity recognition, relating prior work to our methodology, and in Section III we describe the
experiment protocol. The data processing techniques and the results are analyzed in Sections IV and V respectively.
Finally a discussion is presented in Section VI.

2. Background
Activity recognition of gross movements and postures using inertial sensors is generally analyzed using statistical
signal processing involving the primary steps of feature extraction, feature selection and classification [1, 6, 8, 9, 15].
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Different machine learning techniques have been used for such movement recognition, e.g. Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [16-17], Decision Trees (DT) [8, 15], Naive Bayes (NB) [15], Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [18], Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) [8], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [19], or a combination of these techniques [10]. Instancebased classification algorithms have also been used successfully to classify data from inertial sensors but suffer from
high memory usage and long processing times [20].
By comparison, very little has been reported in terms of recognizing fine grain activities e.g., upper limb movement
in out-of-laboratory settings, which is an important aspect for assessing rehabilitation of impaired limb functionality
such as in stroke. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, very little has been reported on clustering techniques for
upper limb activity recognition. Nevertheless, clustering techniques have been successfully used in diverse fields such
as medicine (EEG, Functional MRI), geography or marketing and can be conveniently deployed with limited resources
(memory and CPU) [21]. We extend the application area further to activity recognition involving the upper limb by
using the widely popular k-means partitional clustering algorithm. A major advantage of the k-means algorithm is its
computational simplicity making it an attractive choice for a wide variety of applications [22]. It is a well-perceived fact
in the research community that cluster analysis is primarily used for unsupervised learning where the class labels for the
training data are not available. However, the k-means algorithm can also be used for supervised learning where the class
labels of the training data are known a priori [23], [24]. In our proposed methodology, we are aware of the class labels
for the training data pertaining to the three movements performed in a constrained training phase. This helps to have a
definitive estimate of the underlying cluster structure to be formed on the data (three clusters), thereby facilitating a
faster convergence during cluster formation for reduced time complexity [22]. To verify the robustness of our proposed
methodology we use two conventional supervised learning algorithms and compare the achieved results. We use the
LDA classifier and the SVM classifier with a RBF kernel, which is trained on the data collected in the training phase
and evaluated to predict the movements performed during the ADL phase (testing) using the same best features used by
the minimum distance classifier in our proposed methodology. LDA is considered to be computationally less complex
[25] and SVM is a very popular algorithm in the machine learning community and generally produces high accuracy
rates with moderate computational complexity (depending on the number of support vectors used) [15], [18]. In
principle, SVM is a binary classifier but has been extended to handle multiple classes using the ‘one versus all’ or the
‘one versus one’ approach [26]. However, both of these methods can be computationally intensive depending on the
number of target classes. Hence, we have used the toolbox LIBSVM which is a library for SVM and provides an
efficient platform for multi-class classification [27].
The accuracy of any movement recognition technique is dependent on the system components and requirements,
covering areas such as: type of activities, number of activities, type of sensors, number of sensors, placement of sensors
[18], level of data fusion, and most importantly the classification methodology adopted. Further, there is a need for
subject specific training especially for tracking activities that are susceptible to individual and temporal variation [28].
Recognition strategies generally follow one of three themes. Firstly, using only data collected under controlled
conditions (e.g. in the laboratory) for training as well as testing, which results in high accuracies [8]. Secondly, using
both controlled and un-controlled data (e.g. out-of-laboratory) for both training and testing, which results in reasonably
high accuracies [6, 28]. Finally, using controlled data for training and only un-controlled data for testing, which
generally results in lower accuracies but is more realistic of real-world applications [6, 28].
In this work we opted to use controlled data for training and un-controlled data for testing in order to explore the
levels of recognition accuracy for a robust classification mechanism applicable in the field of home based rehabilitation.
Here, a subject is instructed to follow a particular exercise regime involving the impaired arm in a controlled
environment (clinic or home) and is later monitored to track occurrences of these specific exercises while they perform
4

daily activities that involve the impaired arm, facilitating a measure of rehabilitation progress. The highlights of our
exploration can be summarised as: (1) we demonstrate a completely personalized approach of detecting elementary arm
movements that accommodates different levels of impairment and/or rehabilitation status; (2) we analyse kinematic data
of healthy subjects and stroke patients to test the robustness of our methodology; and (3) we demonstrate a system that
does not require periodic training and can therefore be realistically implemented for real-time detection of arm
movements in a resource constrained environment of a wireless sensor node (WSN) [29].

3. Experimental Protocol
A Shimmer 9DoF wireless kinematic sensor module comprising mutually orthogonal tri-axial accelerometers, rate
gyroscopes and magnetometers, was used as the sensing platform [30]. For our experiments we use the tri-axial
accelerometer (range ±1.5 g) and gyroscope (range ± 500 °/s) and exclude the magnetometer since it can be affected by
the presence of ferromagnetic materials which are expected to be present in the home environment [31]. The dorsal side
of the forearm proximal to the wrist on the dominant arm for healthy subjects or impaired arm for stroke patients was
chosen as the sensing position. The dorsal side was in contact with the XY plane of the sensor with the X-axis pointing
towards the hand and the Z-axis pointing away from the dorsal aspect. Sensor data was collected at a rate of 50 Hz,
deemed sufficient for assessing habitual limb movement, which is on the high side when compared to assessing holistic
activity as in [15, 18]. We focused on three elementary types of arm movement (actions) [11]:
• Action A – Reach and retrieve an object (extension and flexion of the forearm).
• Action B – Lift cup to mouth (rotation of the forearm about the elbow).
• Action C – Perform pouring or (un)locking action (rotation of the wrist about long axis of forearm).
In principle, these elementary movements constitute a significant proportion of the complex movements performed with
the upper limb in daily life and also resemble three of the tasks in the standard Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT); an
established clinical assessment method for quantifying upper extremity motor ability [32-34].
In this investigation, experiments were performed at the University of Southampton (UoS) with four healthy subjects
(age range 24 to 40, male, all right arm dominant) and at the Brandenburg Klinik (BBK) with four stroke impaired
patients (age range 45 to 73, both sexes, both left and right arm dominant). Experiments were performed within an open
laboratory with an attached kitchen at UoS and within a treatment centre at BBK under the supervision of the expert
physiotherapist members of the research team, using the same set of equipment. To generate the training phase data for
the target cluster formation all four healthy participants performed 240 trials of Action A, 120 trials of Action B and 120
trials of Action C, separated into groups of five repetitions, with each group of trials being separated by approximately
three minutes. This was done to avoid unrepresentative data due to fatigue and to minimize the effects of unconscious
self-learning of the activities. The four stroke patients performed – 80 trials of A and 40 trials each of B and C (patients
1 and 4) and 40 trials of A and 20 trials each of B and C (patients 2 and 3) separated similarly into groups of five
repetitions for each action. This data collection produces a large training set offering greater potential for accurate
recognition [28] since the cluster formulation on the training data inherently captures the person-centric nature of
movement patterns. There were more number of trials for Action A since it is a generic movement performed more
frequently in our daily lives as is further evident from Table I.
We designed an activity-list (cf. Table 1) which emulated the process of ‘making-a-cup-of-tea’, a common activity
performed in daily life, having repeated occurrences of the three elementary types of arm movement (actions) [11]. The
activity list in our experiment protocol comprises 20 individual activities including 10 occurrences of Action A, and 5
each of Action B and Action C. There were no restrictions on the various physical factors of the experiment such as the
5

seating position or standing position with respect to the kitchen surface or the time required to complete the actions. The
experiment was unconstrained in this manner to ensure a wider range of variability in the data paving the way for a
robust arm movement recognition system which will produce acceptable levels of accuracy in a real world application.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Activity
Fetch cup from desk
Place cup on kitchen surface
Fetch kettle
Pour out extra water from kettle
Put kettle onto charging point
Reach out for the power switch on the wall
Drink a glass of water while waiting for kettle to boil
Reach out to switch off the kettle
Pour hot water from the kettle in to cup
Fetch milk from the shelf
Pour milk into cup
Put the bottle of milk back on shelf
Fetch cup from kitchen surface
Have a sip and taste the drink
Have another sip while walking back to desk
Unlock drawer
Retrieve biscuits from drawer
Eat a biscuit
Lock drawer
Have a drink

Action
A
A
A
C
A
A
B
A
C
A
C
A
A
B
B
C
A
B
C
B

Table1: Use case activity list - ‘Making-a-cup-of-tea’

On a separate day, the healthy participants were recalled and requested to perform four repetitions of the activity-list
in Table I, at a comfortable speed in a kitchen, with a 10 minute rest period between repetitions. Similarly, the stroke
patients were requested to perform 2 repetitions of the same activity-list. The disparity in the number of trials performed
by healthy subjects and stroke patients was due to the fact that the latter tend to tire quickly and were asked to perform
the tasks only whilst they felt comfortable to do so. The activity-list was prepared to facilitate the evaluation of the
recognition methodology under semi-naturalistic conditions [28]. Dense sensing-based activity monitoring has been
used to detect such holistic activities as ‘making tea or coffee’ by the use of ambient and wearable sensors to detect
user-object interactions within the paradigm of ambient assisted living or smart homes [11]. In this work our focus is on
detecting the three elementary movements used during the archetypal activity of ‘making-a-cup-of-tea’. The start and
stop time of the activities were noted down by the researcher observing them as they performed the designated tasks.
The corresponding data collected was segmented using the annotations from the researcher and used for the testing
phase. Since our focus was primarily on recognizing the occurrence of these elementary movements, we did not
implement an automated segmentation method.

4. Data Processing
The primary steps involved in our data processing for each subject’s data is illustrated in Figure 1 and described in
detail in the following sections.
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Figure 1. Basic stages of data processing.

4.1. Acquisition and Pre-processing
The tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscope located on the wrist transmit data along with a time stamp to a host
computer using the Bluetooth wireless transmission protocol. The raw sensor data is band-pass filtered with a 3rd order
Butterworth filter having cut-off frequencies of 0.1 Hz and 12 Hz to respectively attenuate the low frequency artefacts
and high frequency noise components introduced in the data due to physical effects such as drift [15].
4.2. Feature Extraction
Typical feature sets for human activity recognition include statistical functions, time and/or frequency domain
features, as well as heuristic features [9]. Each accelerometer and gyroscope data stream (x, y and z) exhibit signal
patterns that are distinctive for each of the arm movements, which is characterized by a set of features extracted from
the signals [15]. In this investigation, we consider 10 time-domain features, extracted from the data from each of the
three accelerometer axes and from each of the three gyroscope axes as follows: 1) standard deviation – measure of the
variability from the mean of the signal, 2) root mean square (rms) –measure of the signal energy normalized by the
number of samples, 3) information entropy - measure of the randomness of a signal [35], 4) jerk metric - rms value of
the second derivative of the data normalized with respect to the maximum value of the first derivative [36], 5) peak
number - obtained from gradient analysis of the signal, 6) maximum peak amplitude - measure of the amplitude of the
peaks obtained after gradient analysis, 7) absolute difference - absolute difference between the maximum and the
minimum value of a signal, 8) index of dispersion - ratio of variance to the mean, 9) kurtosis - measure of the
‘peakedness’ of a signal assuming a non-Gaussian distribution in the data, 10) skewness - measure of the symmetry of
the data assuming a non-Gaussian distribution in the data [37].
Although the last two features are usually associated with defining the shape of a probability distribution, they can
still be used as classifying features if they routinely return values that distinguish one pattern of data from another.
Moreover, features such as jerk metric, peak number and maximum peak amplitude are reflective of the movement
fluidity associated with assessing motor functionality in human limb [38]. Hence, we compute 10 one-dimensional
features on each individual accelerometer (acc_x, acc_y, acc_z) and gyroscope (gyro_x, gyro_y, gyro_z) data segment
for each movement trial of each subject. The subsequent process of feature selection and cluster formation is performed
on the sensor specific feature space (comprising of 30 features), represented as:

FS sensor
=

[ f1 _ x ⋅⋅⋅ f10 _ x, f1 _ y ⋅⋅⋅ f10 _ y, f1 _ z ⋅⋅⋅ f10 _ z ]

(1)

where FSsensor, represents the respective feature space for each sensor type (accelerometer or gyroscope) formed by
considering the 10 individual features (f1…f10) computed on each tri-axial data segment together. The suffix (x, y or z)
represents the sensor axis on which the respective feature was computed. As mentioned in section 3, the movements
7

performed by the subjects were segmented using the annotations from the researcher, therefore each feature was
computed on data segments of varying lengths representative of the time taken to complete each movement trial. This is
further reflected in Figures 2 and 3 where we illustrate the typical variations in accelerometer and gyroscope data
recorded during a single example of each action for a healthy and a stroke patient respectively. It clearly highlights the
difference in movement profiles among the two groups and the longer time taken by the stroke survivors to complete
the actions with less smoothness of movement. The features are linearly normalized and the best features for each
subject are selected as discussed in section 4.3.

Figure 2. Data from a tri-axial accelerometer located on the wrist collected while performing arm actions A, B and C from a healthy subject (upper)
and a stroke survivor (lower).

Figure 3. Data from a tri-axial rate gyroscope located on the wrist collected while performing arm actions A, B and C from a healthy subject (upper)
and a stroke survivor (lower).

4.3. Feature Selection
The RELIEF algorithm [36], Clamping technique [18] and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [12] are the most
commonly used ranking/selection algorithms in the field of human activity recognition but are computationally
intensive. We use the low-complexity class-separability measure based on scatter matrices to rank the 30 features for
each sensor/movement combination. The scatter matrices quantify the scatter of feature vectors in the feature space. The
rank of each individual feature for a multiple-class scenario is determined by the R value as shown below [22]:
8

S + Sb
R= w
Sw

(2)

where Sw and Sb are the within-class and between-class scatter matrices respectively. A high value of R represents a
small within-class variance and a large between-class distance among the data points in the respective feature space
[22]. The ranked features are sorted in descending order with respect to their R values. We employ a sequential forward
selection (sfs) technique, selecting the first i features of the ranked feature set in each iteration (i = 2,…,30) and check if
the data from the training phase can be correctly clustered in a multi-dimensional feature space as described in the next
section.
4.4. Cluster Formation
The fundamental concept of cluster analysis is to form groups of similar objects as a means of distinguishing them
from each other and can be applied in any discipline involving multivariate data [21]. With a given dataset X = {xi}, i =
1,...,n to be clustered into a set of k clusters, the k-means algorithm iterates to minimize the squared error between the
empirical mean of a cluster and the individual data points, defined as the cost function, J:

J (θ , u )
=

n k
2
∑ ∑ uij xi − θ j
=i 1 =j 1

(3)

where θj is the cluster center and uij = 1 if xi lies close to θj, or 0 if otherwise [39]. Initially k centroids are defined and
the data vectors are assigned to a cluster label depending on how close they are to each centroid. The k centroids are
recalculated from the newly defined clusters and the process of reassignment of each data vector to each new centroid is
repeated. The algorithm iterates over this loop until the data vectors from the dataset X form clusters and the cost
function J is minimized [22].
The Euclidean distance used to compute the squared distance between the vectors xi and the mean of each cluster θj
has an undesirable effect of splitting large and elongated clusters, since most real datasets do not have a well-defined,
isolated and spherical underlying cluster structure. By comparison, the use of the Mahalonobis distance which involves
computing the covariance matrix of the data vector causes a large cluster to absorb nearby smaller clusters, leading to
the creation of unusually large or small clusters. Hence we use the regularized Mahalonobis distance as mentioned in
[39] which prevents the clustering algorithm from producing unusually large or small clusters.

J ( xi , θ j )= ( xi − θ j )T [(1 − λ )(∑ j +ε Ι)−1 + λ Ι]( xi − θ j )

(4)

where Σ j is the covariance matrix of the k-th cluster and I is the d×d identity matrix, d is the input dimensionality (no.
of feature vectors representing the data vector) and ԑ (10-6) is the regularization parameter. The value of λ can be used as
a parameter to control the choice of distance measure to be used, with λ=0, J is the squared Mahalonobis distance and
when λ=1, J is the squared Euclidean distance [39]. In our exploration, we start with an initial value of λ=1 and after 3
iterations change it to λ=0. The cluster formation and cross validation steps are illustrated in Figure 4.
We run our algorithm on the feature vectors computed from the accelerometer and gyroscope data which
characterizes the movement trials of the training phase (480 trials for each healthy subject, 160 trials for patients 1 and
4 and 80 trials for patients 2 and 3) to form three clusters representing the three arm movements. The algorithm runs in
conjunction with the sfs algorithm sequentially selecting a combination of 2 to 30 ranked features in each step (i). For a
particular set of feature vectors selected (i), 10 runs (n) of 10-fold cross validation are carried out whereby 10 segments
of the training data are created. In each run of the stipulated 10 runs, one segment is used as the test dataset while the
rest of the 9 segments are used as the training dataset. In each run (n), the k-means clustering runs on the training
dataset.

9

Figure 4. Overview of cluster formation and cross validation on the Training phase data collected from each sensor and each subject.

We set a threshold of 25% of the expected number of data points for each of the three clusters formed (i.e. for healthy
subjects: 240 ± 60 for Action A and 120 ± 30 for Action B and Action C, for patients 1 and 4: 80 ± 20 for Action A, 40 ±
10 for Action B and Action C, for patients 2 and 3: 40 ± 10 for Action A, 20 ± 5 for Action B and Action C). This
threshold value was experimentally selected since it produced the best results. If the number of data points in each
cluster is within the threshold, we consider it as correctly clustered for that particular combination of features selected (i
= 2,...,30). We compute the distance of the mean of the training dataset for each class label from the cluster centroids
and thereby assign each cluster with the class label that has its closest proximity to that particular class of the training
dataset.
We then use a minimum distance classifier [22] to compute the distance of the test vector (test dataset) from the
centroid of each cluster in a multi-dimensional feature space (considering the feature combination of the current step, i)
based upon: a). Euclidean distance and b). Mahalonobis distance. The Mahalonobis distance is used to measure the
distance of a point from a data distribution. The data distribution is characterized by the mean and the covariance matrix
which defines the shape of how the data is distributed in the feature space and is generally hypothesized as a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. Here, the Mahalonobis distance takes into consideration the covariance of the clusters along with
their mean for the maximum likelihood estimation of the covariance matrix and hence is effective for clusters with
larger variance along one or many directions and in general having an ellipsoidal shape. The test dataset is assigned to a
particular cluster depending on the minimum distance computed for each of the two measures. The predicted label is
verified with respect to the known annotations thereby ascertaining the accuracy of the prediction for a single run. The
accuracy of prediction for a particular feature combination is determined by averaging the results produced over the 10
runs. This process is repeated for each of the sequentially selected feature combinations. Therefore at the end (i = 30),
we have a detailed list for each subject and each sensor of the feature combinations that resulted in a successful cluster
formation and the corresponding accuracies achieved both with Euclidean and Mahalonobis distance measures.
The data from the ADL phase (testing) (80 test vectors for each healthy subject [(10A + 5B + 5C) × 4 trials] and 40
test vectors for each stroke patient [(10A + 5B + 5C) × 2 trials]) is pre-processed for each type of sensor, and only those
features are extracted from each test vector which resulted in the best accuracy in the cross validation of the training
data. We use a Euclidean and Mahalonobis distance based classifier to compute the distance of each test vector
(represented by the extracted features) from the centroid of each cluster in a multi-dimensional feature space. The test
vector is assigned to a particular cluster depending on the minimum distance computed for each of the two measures.
The predicted label is verified with respect to the annotations in the activity-list of Table I.
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5. Results and Analysis
Overall correct classification or accuracy is generally a viable measure to estimate the performance of a binary
classifier (considering two classes). For multi-class classification problems, with class imbalance (differing number of
test patterns associated with each class) and having possible dissimilar classification rates of different classes, it is also
essential to measure the classification level for each class, also known as the sensitivity [40]. Hence the sensitivity (S)
of a given class i (where, i = A, B, C) is represented by the number of patterns correctly predicted to be in class i with
respect to the total number of patterns in class i. The overall accuracy of movement detection for each subject is
represented by the sum of individual class sensitivities (success rate of individual movements) with respect to the total
number of test patterns to be classified. This can be further illustrated with an example confusion matrix, as shown in
Figure 5. The diagonal and the off-diagonal elements of the confusion matrix correspond to correctly classified and
misclassified patterns respectively. This example shows near perfect classification since all diagonal elements approach
unity and all off-diagonal elements approach zero. Therefore, the sensitivity of class A (expressed as a percentage), can
be computed as S A =

Accuracy =

0.95
= 95% and the overall accuracy (expressed as a percentage) can be computed as
( 0.95 + 0.05)

( 0.95 + 0.9 + 0.98)
3

= 94%.

Predicted ‘A’

Predicted ‘B’

Predicted ‘C’

j=1

j=2

j=3

Actual ‘A’, i = 1

0.95

0.05

0

Actual ‘B’, i = 2

0.1

0.9

0

Actual ‘C’, i = 3

0.02

0

0.98

Figure 5. Sample confusion matrix for three classes (A, B, C)

We had in total 80 movement trials (actions) to be recognized (40 of A, 20 of B, 20 of C) for each healthy subject and
40 movement trials to be recognized (20 of A, 10 of B, 10 of C) for each stroke patient. The sensitivity of recognizing
each action performed in the ADL phase and the overall accuracy for the healthy subjects using accelerometer and
gyroscope data are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. The tables also show the minimum number of features that
were required to successfully form the three clusters for each subject. The number of features has been determined by
10 runs of 10-fold cross validation on the training phase data as discussed in Section 4. The results in general show that
each subject required a different minimum number of features to successfully form 3 separate clusters from the training
data, reflecting the variability in arm movement patterns between individuals. The minimum distance classifier used for
recognizing the arm movements has also been shown in each table. The right hand column in Tables 2, 3, 5 and 6 show
the overall detection accuracy (total number of recognized actions expressed as a percentage of the total number of
actions performed) for each subject.
5.1. Healthy Subjects
The overall accuracy covers the range 61% to 100% (average of 88%) using accelerometer data and 60% to 94%
using gyroscope data (average of 83%) for all healthy subjects. In general, these recognition accuracies are quite
favourable considering the elementary nature of the arm movements being detected and using only controlled data
collected in the laboratory for training. The obvious exceptions are the detection of Action B for Subject 2 (sensitivity
of 5%) using accelerometer and Action A for Subject 4 (sensitivity of 30%) using gyroscope data respectively. It is
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worth mentioning that Subject 2 required the smallest number of features (2) to form clusters from the training data.
This is somewhat counter-intuitive – fewer features imply sufficient differences in arm movement patterns to make
unique cluster formation easier. Whilst this may be the case, however, the low detection accuracy for Action B could be
accounted for by poor repeatability by the subject in this particular arm movement. Similarly, for Subject 4, using 20
features and a Euclidean distance classifier the low sensitivity for Action A may be attributed to poor repeatability.
However, for these specific cases, for Subject 2, the sensitivity of Action B with gyroscope data is 80% (27 features)
and for Subject 4, the sensitivity of detecting Action A with accelerometer data is 95% (with 23 features). Therefore,
although the overall recognition accuracies using both accelerometer and gyroscope data are nearly similar, for specific
cases considering more than one sensor type can improve the overall accuracy of detection.
Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

Sensitivities (%)

Features Minimum Distance Classifier
11
2
7
23

Euclidean
Euclidean
Euclidean
Euclidean

A

B

C

100
80
95
95

100
5
100
100

100
80
90
85

Overall accuracy (%)
100
61
95
94

Table 2: Recognition sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies with accelerometer data for healthy subjects.
Subject

Features

Minimum Distance Classifier

Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

10
27
18
20

Euclidean
Euclidean
Mahalonobis
Euclidean

Sensitivities (%)
A

B

C

93
100
90
30

90
80
90
95

100
60
100
85

Overall accuracy (%)
94
85
93
60

Table 3: Recognition sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies with gyroscope data for healthy subjects.

We present a list of features selected from a ranked list (sorted in descending order) in Table 4, specific to each
subject and each sensor, illustrating the difference in the number of features required to form the clusters. Although for
each subject the ranked order of features is different (reflecting the different ways in which they perform a movement)
there is a strong commonality in the top ranked features across all subjects for both the sensors. Specifically, the
features stddev_y and rms_y are the top two features extracted on the accelerometer data across all subjects except for
Subject 3, where it lies within the best five features used. By comparison, the features rms_x, stddev_x and diff_x are
routinely amongst the best five features extracted from the gyroscope data for each subject. The recognition accuracies
for Subject 2 with accelerometer data using additional features are illustrated in Figure 6, which reveals that increasing
the number of features beyond 2 does not yield successful cluster formations (blank spaces) or improved accuracy.

Subject1

Accelerometer
Ranked Features
stddev_y, rms_y, rms_z, stddev_z, rms_x, diff_y, stddev_x, diff_z, max_mag_y, diff_x, max_mag_z

Subject2

stddev_y, rms_y

Subject3

rms_z, rms_x, stddev_y, stddev_x, rms_y, entropy_z, stddev_z

Subject4

stddev_y, rms_y, stddev_x, rms_x, diff_y, max_mag_y, diff_x, max_mag_x, kurtosis_x, kurtosis_z, skewness_z, entropy_y,
diff_z, max_mag_z, kurtosis_y, stddev_z, entropy_x, skewness_x, peaks_y, skewness_y, entropy_z, rms_z, peaks_x

Subject

Gyroscope
Ranked Features
rms_x, stddev_x, rms_z, diff_x, diff_z, rms_y, stddev_z, max_mag_x, max_mag_z, stddev_y

Subject

Subject1
Subject2

rms_x, stddev_x, diff_x, max_mag_x, stddev_y, rms_y, diff_y, max_mag_y, rms_z, stddev_z, entropy_y, skewness_z, diff_z,
entropy_z, entropy_x, skewness_x, skewness_y, kurtosis_y, kurtosis_x, kurtosis_z, max_mag_z, jerk_y, peaks_x, jerk_z,
peaks_z, jerk_x, peaks_y

Subject3

rms_z, rms_x, stddev_z, stddev_x, diff_x, diff_z, max_mag_x, max_mag_z, max_mag_y, entropy_y, diff_y, entropy_z, rms_y,
entropy_x, stddev_y, skewness_y, skewness_z, peaks_x

Subject4

rms_x, stddev_x, diff_x, max_mag_x, rms_z, max_mag_y, stddev_z, stddev_y, rms_y, diff_y, skewness_y, skewness_z, diff_z,
entropy_x, kurtosis_y, entropy_z, jerk_y, max_mag_z, entropy_y, kurtosis_z
Table 4: Selected features in ranked order for healthy subjects
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Figure 6. Change in accuracy with the number of features selected for healthy Subject 2 with accelerometer data using Euclidean distance.

5.2. Stroke Patients
For the stroke patients, the overall accuracy is in the range of 40% to 88% (average of 70%) using accelerometer data
and 40% to 83% (average of 66%) using gyroscope data as shown in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. Under closer
examination, we observe that for Subject 1 the sensitivity for individual actions with acceleration data are above 80%,
but for Subjects 2 and 3, although the overall accuracy is above 70%, the sensitivities for Action B and Action C are
quite low (20%). When we consider the gyroscope data, these particular action/patient combinations are improved
considerably: 100% sensitivity for Action B with Subject 2 and 80% sensitivity for Action C with Subject 3. For Subject
4, the overall results with both sensors are not high, although we can see that Action A can be recognized by 60%
(gyroscope), Action B by 80% and Action C by 60% (accelerometer). The low overall accuracy can be attributed to the
fact that Subject 4 was at an early stage of rehabilitation and the impaired arm being tested was not the naturally
dominant arm thereby resulting in poor repeatability. This further emphasizes how detection accuracies may be
improved by considering more than one sensor type for specific cases. Moreover, it is worth noting that for stroke
patients the Mahalonobis distance based classifier is more effective than the Euclidean distance. This is further
reflective of the fact that there is a high degree of variability in their movement profile resulting in clusters having a
larger variance along one or many directions, under which conditions the Mahalonobis distance acts as a more effective
distance measure.
Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

Sensitivities (%)

Features Minimum Distance Classifier
19
19
21
8

Mahalonobis
Mahalonobis
Mahalonobis
Euclidean

A

B

C

80
90
95
10

90
20
100
80

100
100
20
60

Overall accuracy (%)
88
75
78
40

Table 5: Recognition sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies with accelerometer data for stroke patients.
Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

Sensitivities (%)

Features Minimum Distance Classifier
8
10
24
30

Euclidean
Euclidean
Mahalonobis
Mahalonobis

A

B

C

90
60
85
60

50
100
30
40

100
60
80
0

Overall accuracy (%)
83
70
70
40

Table 6: Recognition sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies with gyroscope data for stroke patients.

The ranked list of features selected for each stroke patient using each sensor is presented in Table 7. In comparison to
healthy subjects, the features selected for stroke patient are quite different, exhibiting a minimal degree of commonality
among the top ranked features. This is primarily due to the fact that each of the four subjects had different levels of
functional ability (as assessed by the therapists). Hence, there was a great degree of intra-subject and inter-subject
variability in the movement patterns.
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Subject1

Accelerometer
Ranked Features
stddev_y, stddev_x, rms_x, rms_y, entropy_y, diff_x, entropy_z, max_mag_x, stddev_z, rms_z, peaks_z, entropy_x, diff_y,
peaks_x, diff_z, kurtosis_x, max_mag_z, peaks_y, kurtosis_y

Subject2

diff_x, stddev_y, skewness_x, entropy_y, rms_y, stddev_x, rms_x, peaks_x, entropy_z, entropy_x, max_mag_x, peaks_z,
kurtosis_y, diff_y, max_mag_y, peaks_y, kurtosis_x, skewness_y, max_mag_z

Subject3

entropy_z, entropy_y, entropy_x, stddev_z, rms_z, rms_y, stddev_y, skewness_z, skewness_x, kurtosis_z, diff_z, kurtosis_x,
max_mag_z, peaks_z, kurtosis_y, peaks_x, peaks_y, skewness_y, diff_x, rms_x

Subject

Subject1

entropy_y, entropy_z, stddev_y, peaks_x, entropy_x, rms_x, stddev_x, rms_y
Gyroscope
Ranked Features
stddev_x, rms_x, diff_x, max_mag_x, stddev_z, rms_z, entropy_z, entropy_y

Subject2

diff_z, stddev_z, rms_z, max_mag_z, diff_x, stddev_x, rms_x, entropy_y, max_mag_x, stddev_y

Subject3

diff_z, stddev_z, rms_z, max_mag_z, entropy_y, entropy_z, entropy_x, stddev_x, rms_x, skewness_x, diff_x, max_mag_x,
jerk_x, peaks_z, peaks_x, peaks_y, skewness_y, stddev_y, kurtosis_z, jerk_y, kurtosis_y, rms_y, kurtosis_x, diff_y

Subject4

skewness_y, stddev_y, entropy_y, entropy_z, stddev_x, rms_x, peaks_z, max_mag_x, diff_x, peaks_x, entropy_x, peaks_y,
rms_y, diff_y, stddev_z, rms_z, skewness_x, diff_z, jerk_y, max_mag_y, kurtosis_y, max_mag_z, kurtosis_z, kewness_z,
jerk_x, kurtosis_x, jerk_z, disp_y, disp_z, disp_x.

Subject4
Subject

Table 7: Selected features in ranked order for stroke patients.

5.3. Evaluation with LDA and SVM
For comparing the performance of our proposed methodology we use two well-known supervised learning algorithms
LDA and SVM for classifying the three arm movements performed during the ADL phase. We use the data collected in
the training phase to train the classifiers and evaluate them to detect the movements performed in the ADL (testing)
phase. In this investigation we used the same set of features as used in our proposed clustering and minimum distance
classifier based methodology (cf. Tables 4 and 7) for both the healthy subjects and the stroke patients. The classification
results are presented in Tables 8 – 11. Using LDA, for the healthy subjects, the overall accuracy is in the range of 25%
to 57% (average of 45%) using accelerometer data and 42% to 60% (average of 53%) using gyroscope data as shown in
Table 8. For the stroke patients, the overall accuracy was in the range of 32% - 60% (average of 49%) using
accelerometer data and a range of 35% - 67% (average of 46%) using gyroscope data as shown in Table 9.
Accelerometer
Sensitivities (%)

Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

45
70
60
0

80
0
95
100

0
85
15
0

42
56
57
25

Gyroscope
Sensitivities (%)
A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

60
30
100
100

0
15
15
0

95
95
10
40

54
42
56
60

Table 8: Sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies for healthy subjects using LDA.
Accelerometer
Sensitivities (%)

Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

35
15
60
95

100
0
100
0

40
100
20
20

52
32
60
52

Gyroscope
Sensitivities (%)
A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

40
20
35
60

90
10
0
0

100
100
70
60

67
37
35
45

Table 9: Sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies for stroke patients using LDA.

Using SVM, for the healthy subjects, the overall accuracy is in the range of 48% - 61% (average of 54%) using
accelerometer data and 67% - 70% (average of 68%) using gyroscope data as shown in Table 10. For the stroke
patients, the overall accuracy was in the range of 35% to 70% (average of 55%) using accelerometer data and 25% to
85% (average of 50%) using gyroscope data as shown in Table 11.
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Accelerometer
Sensitivities (%)

Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

50
80
45
65

95
5
95
95

0
80
10
5

48
61
49
57

Gyroscope
Sensitivities (%)
A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

85
87
90
95

80
75
75
70

20
25
20
20

67
68
69
70

Table 10: Sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies for healthy subjects using SVM.
Accelerometer
Sensitivities (%)

Subject
Subject1
Subject2
Subject3
Subject4

A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

30
55
65
10

70
100
20
50

100
70
90
70

57
70
60
35

Gyroscope
Sensitivities (%)
A

B

C

Overall
accuracy (%)

95
100
30
5

60
0
0
0

90
0
100
90

85
50
40
25

Table 11: Sensitivities for each arm movement and overall accuracies for stroke patients using SVM.

The overall accuracies using LDA and SVM are comparatively on the lower side when compared to the results
achieved using our proposed methodology (cf. Tables 2, 3, 5 and 6). The sensitivities for individual actions achieved
using LDA and SVM are high for some cases, though none of the subjects have all three movements classified with a
sensitivity of greater than 60%. This therefore proves the effectiveness of our proposed methodology. We believe our
proposed methodology can provide a gross measure of the impaired arm usage and help in assessing the rehabilitation
progress of the patients over time outside the clinical environment.

6. Discussion and Future Work
In this paper we describe a proof-of-concept methodology to recognize three fundamental movements of the upper
limb that are typically used in activities of daily living, using data collected by a wrist-worn, wireless tri-axial
accelerometer and a tri-axial rate gyroscope in conjunction with partitional k-means clustering. The clusters are formed
using a ranked list of features (extracted from the training data), whereby we sequentially select a combination of 2 to
30 features in each iteration and perform 10 runs of 10-fold cross validation on the selected feature vectors. In each run,
the training data (comprising of the selected feature vector combinations) are divided into 10 segments out of which one
segment acts as the test dataset and the remaining 9 segments act as the training dataset. The training dataset is used to
form three clusters using the regularized Mahalonobis distance based k-means clustering (k=3) and use a minimum
distance classifier based upon Euclidean and Mahalonobis distance to associate the test dataset with the formed clusters.
This cross validation process helps in producing a specific set of feature combinations which is used for associating the
testing phase data (‘making-a-cup-of-tea’) with Euclidean or Mahalonobis distance metric to the clusters pre-computed
on the laboratory setup training phase data.
Our results show that we can detect all three arm movements performed in an out-of-laboratory situation with an
accuracy of 61-100% (average of 88%) using between 2-23 time domain features extracted from the accelerometer data
and a Euclidean distance based classifier. Similarly, the levels of accuracy lie between 60% - 94% (average of 83%)
using 10-27 features extracted from the gyroscope data using Euclidean and Mahalonobis distance for all the healthy
subjects. For stroke patients, the accuracy lies in the range of 40% to 88% (average of 70%) using accelerometer data
and 40% to 83% (average of 66%) using gyroscope data. Furthermore, our results suggest that the accelerometer and
the gyroscope can be used to complement each other for cases where the sensitivity of an individual action using data
from just one of these types of sensor is low.
We also demonstrate that the number of features used to achieve these high levels of accuracy is subject-specific,
reflecting the variability inherent in human movement. There was some degree of commonality amongst the top ranked
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features across the four healthy subjects, whereas for stroke patients each subject had a different set of features in the
ranked list. It is important to note that various physical factors like age, stage of rehabilitation and affected arm play a
significant part in achievable detection accuracies since they affect the level of repeatability of individual movements as
well as introducing a high degree of temporal variation. This is evident from the differences in the results when healthy
subjects are compared with the stroke impaired patients. A further comparison of our achieved results against the
classification results obtained using a LDA and a SVM classifier clearly reflect the effectiveness of our proposed
methodology in detecting the three investigated arm movements.
We intend to extend this study further to observe the effects of sensor fusion and other attachment locations with a
larger sample population. We believe that this methodology can be implemented for online detection of arm movements
in a resource constrained environment of body-worn wireless sensor networks (WSN) to detect, classify and enumerate
the various occurrences of prescribed exercises (i.e. arm movements) during normal daily activities, which over time
can provide an indication of rehabilitation progress. The training phase, cluster formation and feature selection (being
relatively time and memory intensive) need only be done in an offline mode when requested by the clinician, depending
on the rehabilitation progress of the patient. This will take into account the improved motor functionalities of patients
over time. Further, an online detection module can be used to compute only the required features and the distance to the
pre-computed cluster centroids in near real-time, thereby providing an energy efficient solution towards WSN operation
for long durations. This is particularly relevant in many telehealth systems and applications where trade-offs exist
between useable operating lifetime, available power and power source mass [29].
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